ABSTRACT
Too often, factory layouts are created independent of a clear focus of the operating strategy to be employed within the system. Under any circumstances, material flow will be the key driver of how each of these production systems will be designed, and material flow should then be used a~s the key measure of their effectiveness. The systematic factory layout approach defined by Muther (1973) q some estimates of equipment capacities
The dynamic components of production system Dynamic and manufacturing cell design analyze q dynamic capacity requirements phenomena which vary over time. Therefore, the . buffer sizes analyst must not only specifi the individual q scheduling process times of each machine, operator and q flow logic transport device, but also specifi how these times q downtime studies vary with respect to time.
. dynamic simulation . animation Mauy of the input data for dynamic analyses come fi-om results of the static analyses. This data progression makes a phased approach essential. In order to achieve the best designs in the shortest possible time, designers must first determine the layout and material flow before undertaking any dynamic analyses.
5
FOCUSED FACTORIES AND MANUFACTURING CELL DESIGN
The goal of manufacturing cells and focused factories is to cluster or gsoup together the routingslflows of material for groups of routings that have commonality according to product or process. In focused factories product families are grouped together for the purpose of reducing overall product throughput, inventory, and thus materials management. This arrangement works particularly well in situations where setup times from one part to another at the same work station do not vary greatly, and where it is co-on to have mauy different product varieties with respect to color, size, or special options produced in a small time frame for the purpose of reducing finished goods inventory.
When designing focused factories it is important to select the product families based on this operating strateW, and then assign them the same color in FactoryFLOW.
The task then is simplified to one of grouping all of the colored flows by color and working out machine assigmnent and location so that first the color groups are reduced and then the material flow in each color group is ideal. This task is gg-eatly simplified in this graphical approach because it allows the users to see both the tradeoffs and relative flow intensities, In addition, this graphical approach lends itself well to productive group involvement.
In manufacturing cells common production processes are grouped together. Ideally this grouping is also done with respect to product family so that overall product throughput within the factory is reduced along with just the flow in the cell. If no product fmilies are involved and just process and part commonality is considered, this grouping is often referred to as group technology (GT). GT can work well to reduce the throughput and inventory of a subset of the manufacturing process, especially a complicated one.
However, if the subset is not integrated into the product flow overall, the subset can still become a bottleneck in the facility as a whole. ---+-------+------- easy to do, requiring only the information available firsthand from the group of people working in the area.
Space planning (Figure 15 ) for factories is typically used to evaluate cost centers for cost allocation and also to determine measures of productive to unproductive space, or manufacturing to storage to aisles Effective space planning methods are beyond the scope of this paper. However, good space planning can be critical for the planning of WIP and reduced throughput.
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3
Enter area and space &ta. Enter relationship ahta. Generate and mampulate the relationship diagram. 
